
World’s Easiest Lesson Plan 
By :Jen Sharp 

Using something you see everywhere, the Three Ring, you can help them construct an 

efficient excellent lesson plan. The sizes of the rings are in proportion to how much time 

should be spent in each segment. In this way, their student gets a lot of guided practice until 

autonomous, keeping them actively involved.  The order of the three rings are important, too, 

with a clear statement of the goal at the beginning and having the student check at the end to 

make sure the goal for the lesson was met. The overlap of the rings signifies how at times, it is 

necessary to go back and demonstrate then practice again, or whatever is necessary to keep 

the flow going.  Before you begin, you should know WHO your student is so you can set up an 

appropriate goal, or WHAT you expect them to achieve by the end of the lesson. 

Explain 
The Top, smallest ring should be comprised of only a few sentences, namely State the goal (WHAT) and ask for relevance 

(WHY).  Explain does not mean talk at the student and tell them everything you know. (Don’t worry, you can impart your 

vast knowledge and details during the Practice phase.) It means clearly and simply set up the expectation so the student 

gets the point of what is about to occur. 

Demonstrate 
The middle ring is the Coach doing the active part, showing the skill or dive 
with minimal detail in consist flow so the candidate gets an overview in 
almost real time for what they are expected to do. This is the first WHOLE in 
whole-part-whole. Keeping in mind the lesson objective, the amount of time 
this takes should be in proportion with practice; in other words, show 
correctly and perfectly but keep it short! Let the STUDENT get to practicing! 
They are more likely to understand if they learn while applying concepts. 
 

Practice 
The Bottom ring is the Student doing the active part, first practicing 

in PARTS (whole-part-whole) with your detailed guidance, then 

finally putting it together in a consistent autonomous flow without 

input from the coach, WHOLE again until they reach the goal you 

set up for them at the beginning without your input. For dive flows, 

a real time altimeter is a MUST here. For all types of lessons, the 

last iterations should contain some emergency procedure review 

or scenario presentation to check for deeper understanding 

appropriate for their level. 

 

Make sure you recap with questions and evaluate if the goal was met, an often overlooked piece in the process. Next 

steps can be as simple as stating what the next topic is or when they should get ready for a jump.   



World’s Easiest Lesson Plan 

Who is your student? [mind, body, soul] (This is prep work.) 

 

State the goal, that is, What you want to see them do by the end: “At the end of this lesson, you will be able to _____” 

 

Ask for relevance: “Why might that skill be useful or important?” 

 

Coach/Instructor Demonstrates WHOLE skill or dive flow [minimal talking, realistic flow] 

 

 

 

Student Practices  in PARTS each new skill or concept [detailed guidance goes here]  

#1 ___________________________ 

       kinesthetic        isometric               ____ times eyes open            ____ times eyes closed           ___second holds 

CUE WORDS > 

KEY BODY PARTS > 

#2  ___________________________ 

       kinesthetic        isometric               ____ times eyes open            ____ times eyes closed           ___second holds 

CUE WORDS > 

KEY BODY PARTS > 

#3 ___________________________ 

       kinesthetic        isometric               ____ times eyes open            ____ times eyes closed           ___second holds 

CUE WORDS > 

KEY BODY PARTS > 

Student Practices with real time altimeter  at least 3 times autonomous WHOLE skill or dive flow 

   [ one safety or EP review item to add : _____________________   ] 

 

 

RECAP & evaluate if goal was met, any questions? Next steps…. 

  



World’s Even Easier Lesson Plan 

Who is your student? [mind, body, soul] (This is prep work.) 

 

State the goal, that is, What you want to see them do by the end: “At the end of this lesson, you will be able to _____” 

 

Ask for relevance: “Why might that skill be useful or important?” 

 

Coach/Instructor Demonstrates WHOLE skill or dive flow [minimal talking, realistic flow] 

 

 

 

Student Practices  in PARTS each new skill or concept [detailed guidance goes here]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student Practices realistically autonomous WHOLE skill or dive flow [what was demoed] 

   [ one safety or EP review item to add : _____________________   ] 

 

 

RECAP & evaluate if goal was met, any questions? Next steps…. 

 

 


